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Shadow Falls, Complete Series Jan 29 2020 "Jam-packed with action and romance from the very beginning, Hunter's lifelike characters and
paranormal creatures populate a plot that will keep you guessing till the very end. A perfect mesh of mystery, thriller, and romance. Vampires, weres
and fae, oh my!" —RT BookReviews Now available together for the first time, don't miss the complete collection, books 1-5 in C. C. Hunter's
spectacular Shadow Falls series! Join Kylie as she learns to harness her powers, control her magic, and live in the normal world in this spectacular
five book series containing Born at Midnight; Awake at Dawn; Taken at Dusk; Whispers at Moonrise; Chosen at Nightfall! Along with the two eoriginal Shadow Falls novellas: Turned at Dark and Saved at Sunrise. One night changes Kylie Galen's life forever. Caught at the wrong party, with
the wrong crowd, at the wrong time, she's shipped off to Shadow Falls, a camp for troubled teens, but once there she soon discovers not everything is
as it seems. Instead of the usual assortment of juvenile delinquents, Kylie's new classmates are witches, werewolves, shapeshifters, and vampires,
just learning to control their powers. And they think she's one of them. Kylie's never felt normal, but surely she doesn't belong here with a bunch of
paranormal freaks either. Or does she? As if life wasn't complicated enough, enter Derek and Lucas. Derek's a half Fae who's determined to be her
boyfriend, and Lucas is a smokin' hot werewolf with whom Kylie shares a secret past. Both Derek and Lucas couldn't be more different, but they both
have a powerful hold on her heart. As Kylie struggles to make sense of her feelings and her new abilities, the dark side of the supernatural world
emerges and makes life a whole lot harder. An evil enemy lurking in the shadows is about to threaten everything she holds dear...and bring her closer
to her destiny. Contains Born at Midnight; Awake at Dawn; Taken at Dusk; Whispers at Moonrise; Chosen at Nightfall; Turned at Dark; Saved at
Sunrise
Mage's Apprentice May 15 2021 In a New York City brimming with magic, human thief Aspen finds her life changed when she becomes a powerful
mage's apprentice. Aspen and her friends go head-to-head with an ancient evil in this complete series of action-packed fantasy novels!
Wholesale Slaughter Apr 13 2021 A king can't defeat an army of lawless pirates... ...but a mercenary can. Logan Conner is the son of a king, the
heir to the largest of the five star-dominions, and the best mech pilot in the galaxy. His people are plagued by pirates and raiders, surrounded by
enemies, and not even his father can fight them all. Logan gives up his position, his rank, even his name, and becomes Jonathan Slaughter, leader of
a rough-and-ready band of mercenary mech-jocks, bent on taking the battle to the enemy on their own terms. They're Wholesale Slaughter. Kicking
ass is what they do. Get book one in this thrilling and unpredictable Military Sci-Fi Adventure Today! Also available on Audible, narrated by the
award-winning Marc Vietor.
Into the Game! (Minecraft Woodsword Chronicles #1) Mar 01 2020 The first official chapter book series based on Minecraft! Five young Minecraft
players in the real world find themselves transported inside the game they love. But now it's not a game--and they will have to use everything they
know to explore, build, and survive! This illustrated hardcover series will thrill and engage fans of Minecraft and action-packed fantasy stories alike.
© 2019 Mojang AB and Mojang Synergies AB. MINECRAFT and MOJANG are trademarks or registered trademarks of Mojang Synergies AB.
Fire Falling Dec 30 2019 Soldier... Sorcerer... Savior... Who is Vhalla Yarl? Vhalla Yarl marches to war as property of the Solaris Empire. The
Emperor counts on her to bring victory, the Senate counts on her death, and the only thing Vhalla can count on is the fight of her life. As she grapples
with the ghosts of her past, new challenges in the present threaten to shatter the remnants of her fragile sanity. Will she maintain her humanity? Or
will she truly become the Empire's monster?
Dragon Mage Academy Oct 08 2020 She's illegitimate and unloved. Can this plucky princess champion the dragons? 3 books. 700+ pages of firebreathing fun! Follow this tenacious young woman as she grows into a fierce, high-flying warrior. Seventeen-year-old Princess Alba's failed attempts
at witchcraft disappointed her tyrant father. Fleeing him in disguise and entering an all-male academy, she accidentally bonds with a dragon accused
of murder. And if she can't prove the beast's innocence before his execution, she will also die... Valiantly prevailing and fending off a brutal uprising,
the royal daughter and her draconic mount traverse the world to retrieve priceless stolen dragon eggs. And when a mass plague implicates Alba, she
wonders if her father's forced betrothal might have been a better fate. Will Alba demonstrate her virtue, or be dubbed a bringer of doom? Dragon
Mage Academy is a thrilling Box Set containing books 1-3 from the action-packed fantasy series. If you like feisty heroines, colorful creatures, and
plenty of twists and turns, then you'll love Cordelia Castel's engaging adventure. Buy Dragon Mage Academy to protect the skies today!
Gemini: The Complete Series Jun 15 2021 Introducing Gemini, a super-hero whose identity is so secret, even he doesn't know what it is! Dan
Johnson is just a normal guy with a normal job... or so he thinks. What he doesn't know is that a secret organization is using him as their weapon
against crime. It's The Manchurian Candidate meets Spider-Man! From JAY FAERBER, the writer of COPPERHEAD, and the incredible JON
SOMMARIVA comes this super-hero adventure full of twists, turns, and action! Collects issues 1 through 5.
Heritage of Power (The Complete Series, Books 1-5) Dec 10 2020 Dragons have returned to the world, and they’re wreaking havoc on human
civilizations. Only one man has the power to stop them. Born an outcast who’s never fit in, Telryn “Trip” Yert has spent his entire life hiding a secret
that could get him killed: In a world where magic is forbidden, the ancient blood of dragons flows through his veins. Joined by a snarky sentient
sword, a band of equally snarky allies, and the smart scholarly woman he longs to impress, Trip must master his powers, learn the secrets of his
heritage, and go on a quest to save mankind. If he fails, dragons may take over the world and enslave all of humanity. This is the complete five-novel
Heritage of Power series, full of adventure, romance, and fast-paced page turning fun. It includes: 1. Dragon Storm 2. Revelations 3. Origins 4.
Unraveled 5. Gold Dragon
The Book of Isle Jan 23 2022 Now in one volume, the entire epic series set in an ancient island sanctuary of gods and magic—from “the finest fantasy
writer of this or any decade” (Marion Zimmer Bradley). Anne McCaffrey has praised Nancy Springer as “someone special in the fantasy field.” Andre
Norton agrees that “Ms. Springer’s work is outstanding.” Now the multiple award-winning author’s classic five-part epic fantasy is presented in a
single volume. In the grand tradition of J. R. R. Tolkien, the Book of Isle saga draws on Arthurian and Celtic legend to create a wholly original,
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imaginary world brimming with adventure, romance, evil, mythic quests, and vividly described locales. The White Hart: Long ago, mortals, immortals,
and magical beasts lived together in a land encircled by vast oceans. Here, Ellid, a lady as fair as sunlight, falls in love with her rescuer, Bevan, the
son of a High King and the goddess of the moon. Together with Cuin, Ellid’s original intended and now friend to both, the three battle an ancient evil
to rebuild a peaceful kingdom. The Silver Sun: The Forest is said to be the abode of warlocks, goblins, and, of course, thieves. But it is deep in these
woods that Hal and Alan become blood brothers and form an alliance with Ket the Red, the fiery-haired leader of a band of outlaws, to overthrow a
tyrannical king. In their quest to establish a peaceful realm, they will fulfill a prophecy found in the Book of Suns. The Sable Moon: Lured across the
seas by a powerful warlock, young Prince Trevyn of Isle is captured and enslaved. But he must escape and return, for the unprotected Isle and his
beloved Meg are now at the mercy of the evil Wael. The Black Beast: After his father murdered his true love, Prince Tirell, along with the aid of his
younger brother, Frain the healer, seeks an army to defeat the unrepentant monarch. But a sinister presence is spreading its malevolence throughout
the land—and the kingdom can never again be truly whole until the brothers confront the terrible scourge of the Black Beast. The Golden Swan:
When Prince Dair was a child and still in wolf form, he saw his future. It was prophesied that the changeling son of King Trevyn of Isle would travel
far from his home, carrying his magic to the mainland. Now, his mystical union with a wanderer called Frain, who has the power to feel everything
Dair feels but also suffers under the curse of a dark enchantment, will determine the fate of a troubled land.
WCPC Paranormal Consultants Complete Series Jun 23 2019 Bryan and Kayden are back with the WCPC team to finish what the demon started.
The mystery at Brown-Blythe Manor isn’t over. The case is being re-opened, and Bryan is charged with finishing the engagement, only he knows
there’s more to the job than his boss expects. WCPC handles all your paranormal needs. Poltergeists, ghosts, or mystical apparitions, we can help.
We employ the most talented wranglers who can control even the toughest demons around. Call the consultants of Watercrest Cannon Paranormal
Consultations to help. WARNING: The team of psychic consultants discover demons, ghosts and maybe love at Brown-Blythe Manor... Sometimes
Ghosts Betray Kayden’s gift allowed him a place at Watercrest Cannon Paranormal Consultants, but it shattered his future. Could his best friend,
Bryan, pick up his pieces? Kayden and Bryan find a way to deal with the demons that the consultants at WCPC can’t handle. Contains: Sometimes
Demons Whisper Book 1 Sometimes Ghost Betray Book 2 Sometimes Rogues Return Book 3
The Foxfire Book Dec 22 2021 First published in 1972, The Foxfire Book was a surprise bestseller that brought Appalachia's philosophy of simple
living to hundreds of thousands of readers. Whether you wanted to hunt game, bake the old-fashioned way, or learn the art of successful
moonshining, The Foxfire Museum and Heritage Center had a contact who could teach you how with clear, step-by-step instructions. This classic
debut volume of the acclaimed series covers a diverse array of crafts and practical skills, including log cabin building, hog dressing, basketmaking,
cooking, fencemaking, crop planting, hunting, and moonshining, as well as a look at the history of local traditions like snake lore and faith healing.
Hannaford Prep Oct 20 2021 The most exclusive school in the entire country, Hannaford Preparatory Academy, has offered me a full-ride
scholarship and a chance to escape the dangerous streets of Mounts Bay.The only problem is, no scholarship student has ever made it through
freshman year.None of the rich kids understand the need for survival that runs through my veins, the throne I've fought and killed to sit on, and there
are more deranged killers stalking me than I can keep count of.The think the can break me.They're wrong.No one touches the Wolf.
Fablehaven the Complete Series Nov 28 2019 Kendra and Seth discover that their grandparents' estate is a sanctuary for magical creatures as
they try to protect it from the Society of the Evening Star and halt a plague that is turning Fablehaven's beings of light into creatures of darkness.
The Selection 5-Book Box Set Nov 08 2020 All five novels in Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series—now available in one
beautiful box set For thirty-five girls, the Selection is the chance of a lifetime. The chance to live in a palace and compete for the heart of gorgeous
Prince Maxon. But for America Singer, being Selected is a nightmare. It means turning her back on her secret love with Aspen, who is a caste below
her, and leaving her home to enter a fierce competition for a crown she doesn’t want. Then America meets Prince Maxon. Gradually, she starts to
question all the plans she’s made for herself—and realizes that the life she’s always dreamed of may not compare to a future she never imagined. In
The Heir and The Crown, Princess Eadlyn becomes the first ever princess to hold a Selection of her own—but she doesn’t believe that any of her
thirty-five suitors will capture her heart... This gorgeous box set includes all five books in this #1 New York Times bestselling series, which has sold
millions of copies and captured the hearts of readers around the world.
Maybe: The Complete Series Feb 09 2021 Her future is already set, all she has to do is marry a complete stranger. Kinsley Felton has everything.
Money, a loving family, and a modeling career. She graduates from Yale in just days, but unlike a typical college student she doesn't have to spend
hours looking for a job when she graduates. Kinsley will inherit the multi-billion dollar gaming and hospitality company her great-grandfather started.
The only problem is she has to do everything her family asks for in order to get that money. That includes marrying a man of her family's choosing.
That's not a problem since Kinsley has been following her family's orders all her life. Until a phone call from her grandfather changes everything. Will
she marry the man her family chooses or will she decide her own future?
Life After Jul 17 2021 This set includes all four books in the Life After series by USA Today bestselling author, Julie Hall. That's over 1,250 pages of
action-packed, high-stakes, swoon-worthy fantasy adventure! Novels in this series have won 11 industry awards and an exclusive bonus scene is
included with every purchase! My name is Audrey Lyons, and I'm dead. I've also just learned that everyone in the afterlife is given a job . . . for all of
eternity, and I've been assigned to be a demon hunter. This could be bad--physical activity and I aren't on speaking terms and my trainer, Logan, is as
infuriating as he is attractive. Just when I think my life--or rather, afterlife--is all punch, stab, rinse and repeat, I find myself the wielder of the most
powerful sword in existence and the key to unleashing the apocalypse. Satan is gunning for me and I have no idea how to stop him. The lives of the
living, the fate of my fellow hunters, and the balance between good and evil rests in my hands. But no pressure, right? Fans of The Mortal
Instruments, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and Supernatural won't want to miss out on all the twists and turns in this YA Fantasy journey. Awards:
Finalist, Speculative Fiction, Huntress, 2018 ACFW Carol Awards Young Adult Book of the Year, Huntress, 2018 Christian Indie Awards Gold Medal
Winner, Huntress, 2018 Illumination Awards First Place, Religion, Huntress, 2018 IndieReader Discovery Awards Christian Fiction Finalist, Huntress,
2018 Next Generation Indie Book Awards First Place, Alliance Award, Warfare, 2018 Realm Makers Awards Parable Award, Finalist, Logan, 2018
Realm Makers Awards Gold Medal Winner, Huntress, 2017 The Wishing Shelf Book Awards Best Inspirational Novel, Huntress, 2017 Ozarks Indie
Book Festival Best Debut Author, Julie Hall, 2017 Ozarks Indie Book Festival Second Place Winner, Huntress, 2017 ReadFree.ly Indie Book of the
Year First Place Winner, Huntress, 2012 Women of Faith Writing Contest With over 1,100 five-star reviews on Amazon and Goodreads, why are you
waiting to start the series readers have called "captivating", "stunning", and "refreshingly beautiful"?
Hokusai's Landscapes Sep 30 2022 A beautiful collection of Hokusai's prints, all from the largest collection of Japanese prints from outside of Japan
The best known of all Japanese artists, Katsushika Hokusai was active as a painter, book illustrator and print designer throughout his ninety-year
lifespan. Yet his most famous works of all - the colour woodblock landscape prints issued in series, beginning with Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji were produced within a relatively short time, in an amazing burst of creative energy that lasted from about 1830 to 1836. Hokusai's landscapes not
only revolutionized Japanese printmaking but within a few decades of his death had become icons of world art as well. With stunning colour
reproductions of works from the largest collection of Japanese prints outside Japan, this book examines the magnetic appeal of Hokusai's designs and
the circumstances of their creation. All published prints of his eight major landscape series are included.
Crossing Lines: The Complete Series Jun 27 2022 This set contains the complete romantic suspense CROSSING LINES collection. FINE LINE Two
years undercover in a motorcycle club changes a man. Case closed, but Nick Tucker isn't sure who he is anymore--DEA agent or criminal. When he's
the only one who will stand up to the bully, Savannah looks at him as though he's her hero. Can he find his way back to being a good guy for her?
There's a fine line between right and wrong. BLURRED LINE As a CIA officer, Silas Steele had no problem crossing lines others wouldn’t…except for
treason. Then he met Kira Petrova, a Russian spy on American soil. That clear line between good and evil blurred, and he realized in order to protect
his country, he’d have to betray it first. HARD LINE When she left me, I didn’t try to stop her. But I never let her go. Now she’s in trouble, and I’ll do
whatever it takes to prove she needs me again. This time around, she won’t be the one who got away.
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Minecraft Jan 11 2021 The first OFFICIAL Minecraft novel for young readers 7 years and up. It's Ash's first day at Woodford Middle School and
she's very nervous. But fellow student, Morgan, isn't doing a good job of making her feel welcome. He liked things before Ash arrived. When Doc
Culpepper, the science teacher, asks Morgan and his friends to test her new Virtual Reality Minecraft Project, they can't wait! Inside the world of
Minecraft, the friends build and gather to make a castle and survive the night. But something isn't right. Morgan and his friends are in trouble and
Ash might be the only person that can help. For fans of the Minecraft game, Jumanji and Wreck it Ralph.
The Complete Monty Python's Flying Circus Sep 18 2021 ***ALMOST CERTAINLY NOMINATED FOR SOMETHING SOMEWHERE*** The
complete scripts from the four Monty Python series, first shown on BBC television between 1969 and 1974, have been collected in two companion
volumes. Characters' names, often not spoken, are given as in the original scripts, along with the names of the actual performer added on their first
appearance in each sketch. This first volume contains twenty-three classic episodes, featuring some of the most entertaining writing to have gone
into television anywhere. The minister of silly walks, the dead parrot, banter in a cheese shop - here is every silly, satirical skit, every snide insult,
every saucy aside.
Vortex Chronicles Sep 26 2019 They should've never met. She's the crown princess. He's a mysterious sorcerer. But the unexpected happens when
the world is ending. When Crown Princess Vi Solaris finds out she has a rare and deadly power, she must make a choice: Her magic or her throne.
But the choice isn't as simple as it appears, because her magic is the key to saving the world. As her Empire falters from political infighting and a
deadly plague, Vi trains in secret under a deadly sorcerer from a distant land. From his pointed ears to enchanting eyes and silver tongue, he's
nothing like anyone she's ever met before. Vi knows she should fear him and his shadowed past, but he may just be the only one who really knows
what's happening to her. Locked together with the fate of a dying world, Vi sets off to uncover the truth of a magic that wasn't made for mortal
hands. But the ultimate triumph will require the ultimate sacrifice. Once Vi embarks on her epic journey of adventure, romance, family, and duty,
there will be no turning back. This omnibus edition contains all five books in the Air Awakens: Vortex Chronicles series by USA Today bestselling
author Elise Kova.
Lucky Universe May 27 2022 Leap into the action and hang on! In a desperate fight against insurmountable odds, mankind's only hope is a lifer
Marine with a violent past he can barely remember and a penchant for picking fights he shouldn't win. Ambushed behind enemy lines and left for
dead along with a handful of privates so green they actually respect his authority, Lance Cpl. Lucky Lee Savage has to master his inner demons,
manage the ambitions of his foul-mouthed AI, and figure out what is tearing a hole in the fabric of space-time before everything goes tits up. Lucky
wouldn't bet on the universe. One thing he will bet on: Somewhere, somehow, somebody is going to pay for all this. And he is going to be right there
to pull the trigger. "Starship Troopers" meets "Jason Bourne" via "Aliens" in this gleefully addictive, full-throttle military sci-fi adventure. Feeling
Lucky? Buy Lucky Universe today! Lucky Universe is the first book in the Lucky's Marines series. Lucky Legacy -- March 2018 Lucky Empire -- April
2018 Lucky Forever -- May 2018 Lucky Invasion -- June 2018 Lucky Revenge -- July 2018 Lucky Justice -- Aug 2018 Lucky Bastard -- Sept 2018
Touch Mar 13 2021 A touch can take many forms. It can be hard, soft, cold, hot, pleasurable, sadistic...much like kink. In Touch, several kinks take
their turn in the spotlight, exhibited by men and women trying to find their way in life.Meet Nicholas Ford, club owner and Dominant, and explore
the world of Daddy Doms and Littles when he meets Kayla, a little submissive he's inexplicably drawn to but isn't allowed to touch. Mark Cooper
works the bar in his friend's fetish club, and one night he gets the challenge he's been waiting for served up on a mouthwatering platter. He's to
introduce newbies Brayden and Evangeline to BDSM, quickly discovering they're both submissive-quickly getting himself attached, too. Only a couple
issues: he's a tad emotionally jaded from his recent divorce, and Brayden struggles with his sexuality.Rio Kelly all but abandoned the lifestyle when a
brief encounter with a runaway girl changed everything. Ten years later, he sees Chelsea again, and the high-protocol sub is looking for a strict
Owner. While navigating unchartered waters with a Master who's grown cynical and resigned, Chelsea befriends Dylan, a young guy going through
his own relationship problems. Dylan's Daddy Dom isn't like most others. Cade Kingsley is rough around the edges but wears his heart on his sleeve.
Together with Dylan and Gabriella, they try to patch something together that's just for them. By any means necessary, a few kinky hearts need to be
mended. Touch is a complete series, consisting of seven novellas and novels, additional outtakes and future takes, as well as an epilogue-all to make
Touch your not-so-little black book of kink.
The Crown Aug 18 2021 The spectacular happily ever after of the #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times
bestselling Selection series has captured the hearts of readers from its very first page. Now the end of the journey is here. Prepare to be swept off
your feet by The Crown—the eagerly awaited, wonderfully romantic fifth and final book in the Selection series. In The Heir, a new era dawned in the
world of The Selection. Twenty years have passed since America Singer and Prince Maxon fell in love, and their daughter is the first princess to hold
a Selection of her own. Eadlyn didn’t think she would find a real partner among the Selection’s thirty-five suitors, let alone true love. But sometimes
the heart has a way of surprising you…and now Eadlyn must make a choice that feels more difficult—and more important—than she ever expected.
Don’t miss The Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
Spike Oct 27 2019 Spike is on his own again and while encountering new faces and old familiar ones he is taking control of his destiny and the
consequences of being a vampire with a soul.
American Barbarian: The Complete Series Feb 21 2022 Revenge is a dish best served BOLD! Follow Meric, the red-white-and-blue-haired American
Barbarian on his quest to defeat the post-post-apocolyptic zombie cyborg mummy overlord Two-Tank Omen. This is the complete Saturday Morning
Epic from the artist and co-writer of Transformers vs G.I. JOE and the Eisner Award-nominated Godland. Also includes an introduction by Rob
Liefeld.
Air Awakens Nov 01 2022 A library apprentice unknowingly saves the life of a member of the magic secret society "Tower of Sorcerers" and discovers
her own magical powers. Now, Vhalla Yarl must choose to stay in her quiet, reclusive life of books or join the forces of the sorcery elite.
Into the Fire: The Complete Series May 03 2020 The blacksmith who hid his desire. The soldier who never knew…until now. When Rome falls, Marc
treks home across the desolation to find everything changed, including his boyhood friend Wolf. Gone is the big, clumsy lad. In his place at the forge
stands a man as skilled as he is shy. And surely not interested in feeding the spark he’s just lit in Marc’s belly. One that feels unnervingly like hope. +
When Marcus left to fight, Wolf had a secret. One that burned so hot he shoved it down deep. Now Marc’s back, hardened by war and survival into
something only fire could mend. Wolf knows fire. And every day in Marc’s presence tempts him to use it. But with the world in chaos, can he risk
incinerating them both? This complete series collection includes all 9 original novellas, plus 2 exclusive short stories – approx. 175,000 words total.
“Outstanding series – humor with a huge amount of heart and an author who writes intelligently and compassionately and always, always allows her
MCs to come across as strong, capable and loving men – I can’t ask for anything more.” – Karen, Goodreads “I would happily read and read and read
about Marc and Wolf forever. If you like m/m romances and historical romances you will love these books.” – Jo, Goodreads “This is my all-time
favorite love story. Hands down.” – Mary, Goodreads Tropes: friends to lovers, reunited, found family, older heroes, opposites attract Content Notes:
This series includes depictions of violence, death, injury & illness, surgery & rehabilitation, ableism, adoption, childbirth, homophobia, and bondage.
Relevant to: historical romance, fantasy romance, gay romance, mm romance, lgbt romance, medieval romance
Trapped in a Video Game: The Complete Series Jun 03 2020 Five books in one! With nonstop action, huge plot twists, and tons of humor, this
series will quickly have your 7- to 12-year-old video game fan begging for just one more chapter. Getting sucked into a video game is not as much fun
as you'd think. Sure, there are jetpacks, hover tanks, and infinite lives, but what happens when the game starts to turn on you? In this best-selling
series, 12-year-old Jesse Rigsby finds out just how dangerous video games-and the people making those games - can be. Book One: Trapped in a
Video Game Jesse hates video games - and for good reason. You see, a video game character is trying to kill him. After getting sucked into the new
game Full Blast with his best friend, Eric, Jesse quickly discovers that he's being followed by a mysterious figure. If he doesn't figure out what's going
on fast, he'll be trapped for good! Book Two: The Invisible Invasion Jesse's rescue mission has led him into the world of Go Wild, a Pokemon Go-style
mobile game full of hidden danger and invisible monsters. Can Jesse stay alive long enough to sneak into the shady video game company and uncover
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what they're hiding? Book Three: Robots Revolt The robot villains from Super Bot World 3 have been released into the real world, and it's up to Jesse
to get them back. This is Jesse's most dangerous mission yet, because this time, the video game is real. And in the real world, there are no extra lives.
Book Four: Return to Doom Island In this retro adventure, Jesse will need to outsmart a superintelligent android, outlast a tireless drone, and
outswim an eight-bit shark. If he can somehow pull all that off, Jesse will discover that he hasn't even gotten to the scary part yet. Book Five: The
Final Boss Jesse and Eric have 10 minutes to save the world. In those 10 minutes, they're supposed to dive into a massive video game universe, track
down an all-powerful madman, and stop his evil plan before it's too late. Sound impossible? It's super impossible. The clock is ticking.
Dark Space Nov 20 2021 HUMANITY IS DEFEATED Ten years ago the Sythians invaded the galaxy with one goal: to wipe out the human race.
THEY ARE HIDING Now the survivors are hiding in the last human sector of the galaxy: Dark Space—once a place of exile for criminals, now the last
refuge of mankind. THEY ARE ISOLATED The once galaxy-spanning Imperium of Star Systems is left guarding the gate which is the only way in or
out of Dark Space—but not everyone is satisfied with their governance. AND THEY ARE KILLING EACH OTHER Freelancer and ex-convict Ethan
Ortane is on the run. He owes crime lord Alec Brondi 10,000 sols, and his ship is badly damaged. When Brondi catches up with him, he makes an
offer Ethan can't refuse. Ethan must infiltrate and sabotage the Valiant, the Imperial Star Systems Fleet carrier which stands guarding the entrance
of Dark Space, and then his debt will be cleared. While Ethan is still undecided about what he will do, he realizes that the Imperium has been lying
and putting all of Dark Space at risk. Now Brondi's plan is starting to look like a necessary evil, but before Ethan can act on it, he discovers that the
real plan was much more sinister than what he was told, and he will be lucky to escape the Valiant alive. . . .
Elementals Aug 06 2020 Experience the *now completed* bestselling series that fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson are raving about.
BUY ME - the Complete Series Apr 01 2020 Welcome to the Mistress Auctions with five complete love stories! The Mistresses have been bundled
together and now include the novella His First and Only, which was in the For the First Time bundle. This book includes the entire BUY ME series,
featuring a menage, a light BDSM story, a virgin hero and heroine, and a winter/summer romance. There's a taste for everyone in here, so go on and
take a bite. Warning: BUY ME is full of alpha heroes, sassy heroines, and lots of gooey steam. It's sweet enough, dirty enough, and gosh darn it,
people love it.
Minecraft Woodsword Chronicles: The Complete Series: Books 1-6 (Minecraft Woosdword Chronicles) Apr 25 2022 All six books in the only
official MINECRAFT chapter book series in one awesome boxed set! Five young Minecraft players in the real world find themselves transported
inside the game they love. But now it's not a game--and they will have to use everything they know to explore, build, and survive! This handsome
boxed set collects all six books of the Woodsword Chronicles (Into the Game, Night of the Bats, Deep Dive, Ghast in the Machine, Dungeon Crawl,
and Last Block Standing) the only official Minecraft chapter book series. Each illustrated hardcover book is packed with action, thrills, and humor
that will engage fans of Minecraft and fantasy stories alike. (c) 2021 Mojang AB and Mojang Synergies AB. MINECRAFT and MOJANG are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Mojang Synergies AB.
The Twelve Aug 25 2019 Yesterday's men of tomorrow - today! The Phantom Reporter. Electro. The Black Widow. The Laughing Mask. The Blue
Blade. Dynamic Man. Mastermind Excello. Mister E. The Fiery Mask. The Witness. Rockman. Captain Wonder. Lying dormant for sixty years, these
twelve heroes awaken in a tormented world that needs them more than ever. But has the world grown beyond their brand of old-fashioned heroism?
Behold the stunning post-modernist tale of sacrifice, betrayal and human nature by writer J. Michael Stracyzynski (Babylon 5, The Amazing SpiderMan) and artist Chris Weston (The Invisibles, Fantastic Four: The First Family). Plus: journey into the past to follow the death-defying exploits of the
Phantom Reporter on the front lines of World War II and witness his first encounter with history's greatest super heroes! COLLECTING: The Twelve
1-12, The Twelve : Spearhead 1
Game of Thrones: A Guide to Westeros and Beyond: The Complete Series Jul 05 2020 The ultimate, definitive companion to the biggest TV series in
the world - Game of Thrones _______ Delve deeper into Westeros than ever before. Covering all eight seasons, this remarkable volume offers a unique
and exciting visual exploration of the world of Game of Thrones. In two parts, the book follows the story of the South, where kings and queens battle
for the Iron Throne, and of the North, where the White Walkers and their army of the dead gather. Filled with bold infographics, illuminating
timelines, stunning photography, and insightful essays, this essential guide celebrates the many complexities of this extraordinary world.
Variant Sep 06 2020 Benson Fisher thought that a scholarship to Maxfield Academy would be the ticket out of his dead-end life. He was wrong. Now
he’s trapped in a school that’s surrounded by a razor-wire fence. A school where video cameras monitor his every move. Where there are no adults.
Where the kids have split into groups in order to survive. Where breaking the rules equals death. But when Benson stumbles upon the school’s real
secret, he realizes that playing by the rules could spell a fate worse than death, and that escape—his only real hope for survival—may be impossible.
The 100 Complete Boxed Set Jul 29 2022 Read the books that inspired the CW show! All four thrilling novels in The 100 series are now available in
this paperback boxed set. Ever since nuclear war destroyed our planet, humanity has been living on city-like spaceships hovering above the toxic
surface. As far as anyone knows, no one has stepped foot on Earth in centuries--that is, until one hundred juvenile delinquents are sentenced to
return and recolonize the hostile land. The future of the human race rests in their hands, but nothing can prepare the 100 for what they find on this
strange and savage planet. Don't miss the book series that inspired the hit TV show. New York Times bestseller The 100, Day 21,Homecoming, and
Rebellion are gathered together for the first time in this striking box set, perfect for fans and series newcomers alike.
Life After Aug 30 2022 This box set includes all four books in the Life After series by USA Today bestselling author Julie Hall. That's over 1,250 pages
of action-packed, high-stakes, swoon-worthy fantasy adventure-as well as a never before seen exclusive bonus scene! Save money on this Amazon
bestselling series by purchasing this special bundle deal!Death was only the beginning. I have a lot to learn when I wake up in the afterlife. Never
mind that my memories have been erased, but being assigned as a demon hunter, um . . . yeah, I don't think so. Physical activity and I aren't on
speaking terms. Making my supernatural headache worse is my infuriating trainer, Logan. Sparks fly between us immediately-the kind created by our
swords and personalities as we clash in and out of the training center. Just when I think my life-or rather, afterlife-is all punch, stab, rinse and repeat,
I find myself the wielder of the most powerful sword in existence. Sure, it might be cool to ash demons with a single swipe of my weapon, but now
Satan is gunning for me. Logan is the only one I can turn to for help. But the guy has secrets. So until I figure out what they are, I might just be on
my own. My name is Audrey Lyons, and my afterlife is shaping up to be a hot mess and a half.
Earthseed Mar 25 2022 A multiple Hugo and Nebula Award winner’s powerful saga of survival and destiny in a near-future dystopian America. One
of the world’s most respected authors of science fiction imagines an apocalyptic near-future Earth where a remarkable young woman discovers that
her destiny calls her to try and change the world around her. Octavia E. Butler’s brilliant two-volume Earthseed saga offers a startling vision of an alltoo-possible tomorrow, in which walls offer no protection from a civilization gone mad. Parable of the Sower: In the aftermath of worldwide ecological
and economic apocalypse, minister’s daughter Lauren Oya Olamina escapes the slaughter that claims the lives of her family and nearly every other
member of their gated California community. Heading north with two young companions through an American wasteland, the courageous young
woman faces dangers at every turn while spreading the word of a remarkable new religion that embraces survival and change. Parable of the
Talents: Called to the new, hard truth of Earthseed, the small community of the dispossessed that now surrounds Lauren Olamina looks to her—their
leader—for guidance. But when the evil that has grown out of the ashes of human society destroys all she has built, the prophet is forced to choose
between preserving her faith or her family. The Earthseed novels cement Butler’s reputation as “one of the finest voices in fiction—period”
(TheWashington Post Book World). Stunningly prescient and breathtakingly relevant to our times, this dark vision of a future America is a
masterwork of powerful speculation that ushers us into a broken, dangerously divided world of bigotry, social inequality, mob violence, and
ultimately hope.
The Chosen Jul 25 2019 This 1000+ page collection contains all four books in the Chosen series and is filled with deadly magic, non-stop action, and
irresistible romance.
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